Your Task:
Complete the equations by adding, subtracting or multiplying the shirt numbers.

VARDY + CHILWELL =

EVANS - JUSTIN =

MORGAN + GRAY =

NDIDI - BARNES =

JUSTIN x CHILWELL =

Your Task:
Circle all of the words in the list below.

Leicester City
Foxes
Stadium
Blue Army
King Power
Fearless
Premier League
Filbert Street
Filbert Fox
Champions
Football

My total score is........

Extra-Time added: 3 bonus points
Rejumble the letters to spell the player names...

DYAN INKG
Your Task:
Test your Leicester City knowledge by answering all five of the questions!

1. What colour kit do Leicester City play in?

2. What is Leicester City’s nickname?

3. Who wears the No.10 shirt for City?

4. What is the name of Leicester City’s stadium?

5. What is the name of the Leicester City mascot?

Your Task:
Colour in Filbert Fox and give him a new name!

Filbert Fox’s new name is…
Send all your answers to filbertfox@lcfc.co.uk and let Filbert know how you did!